
Boosting Your 
Interpretive Messages 

With Electronic Media 
 



KEEPING UP WITH THE MILLENNIALS 
 





I’m a Millennial 

Deciphering the Enigma Generation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LROiOybPHkQ


Who Are the Millennials? 

• Born between 1977-2000 

• More than 80 million 
More of them than the Baby 
Boomers and 20% more than 
Generation X 

• 25% of U.S. population 



Who Are the Millennials? 

• Currently 21% of consumer discretionary 
purchases  

Estimated over a trillion dollars in direct buying power 

• Not a homogenous cohort 

• May seek peer affirmation before making 
decisions 



Millennials Trends 

• Include some of the earliest digital natives 

• Interested in participating in your marketing 

• Known as content creators and users 

• Crave adventure - Often “safer” adventures 

• Strive for a healthy lifestyle 



Trends 
• Include some of the earliest digital natives 

• Seek peer affirmation 

• Hooked on Social Media 
-not unlike another generation and their work emails 

• Not a homogenous cohort 

• Embrace authentic causes 
-align to brands with a purpose 

• Have many similarities with other, 
older, generations 



Trends 

Find additional  information on Millennial Marketing 
with Millennial Marketing Insights   

http://millennialmarketing.com/who-are-millennials/


Lifestyle 

• Being connected is 
critical  

• Millennials are always 
“on” 

Mobile devices are part 
of a 24/7 Lifestyle 



Lifestyle 
• We take our smartphones everywhere – we would 

be lost without them! 

• Mobile communication has become a personalized 
extension of ourselves 

Even more than the brands we wear 

• Cancelling our voice, text and data plans would be 
a last resort action.  



Mobile Devices Lifestyle 

Smartphones, tablets, 
and the next generation 
of mobile devices are 
here to stay. They are: 

• Functional and efficient 

• Time savers and time 
wasters 

• Represent who we are 

• Allow us to be who we 
are 



The Apps Culture 

79% of 18-29 year 
olds use apps on 
their phones– with 
average number of 
22 apps. 

Pew reports the rise of an 
“Apps Culture”, 
particularly among 
Millennials.  



Marketing to Millennials 

• Align your product with messaging 

• Show that you’re listening – create a dialog 

• Make your message human – conversational  

• Tell a story Entrepreneur magazine 

A Root House Example-- kickstarter 

http://vimeo.com/109037810
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/226723


Be An Organization Millennials Want 
to Associate With 

“Although they're sometimes 
portrayed in the media as inwardly 
focused and selfish, Millennials are 
typically socially conscious and 
philanthropic in their outlook, and 
they seek to associate with people 
and brands that share their values. 
They care about the environment 
and social issues and look for 
opportunities to change the world, 
both by taking action on their own 
and by supporting others who do.” 

More on Millennials with 
MarketingProfs. 

  

http://www.marketingprofs.com/articles/2014/26042/six-tactics-for-successfully-marketing-to-millennials%23ixzz3IsPdWEDD


What Does This Mean for Agencies? 

 

• Land management 
agencies have stories to 
tell 

• Our “product” aligns 
with  a purpose. 

• Opportunities for 
adventures 

-- with ample bragging rights

• Opportunities to work 
with millennials to 
better the world 

It’s good news actually! 



Anonymous Post on  
National Park Traveler 

“Being a millennial, I obviously have an 
Instagram account – who doesn’t these days? 
While some of my peers would rather post a 
drunken selfie, I post my outdoor adventures, 
most of them #nofilter. 
 
Did you hear that? I take my iPhone into the 
wilderness and share my photos with my 
Facebook friends, Twitter followers and 
Instagram acquaintances. 
 
Some of my millennial friends just like the post. 
Others comment on how beautiful the 
landscape is. Others text me in jealousy. Yes, my 
selfie-obsessed, East Coast suburban-living 
group of friends is jealous of my cliff dangling 
Utah trip, day hikes in Glacier National Park, 
and snowy walks along the Continental Divide.” 
 



Baby Boomers and Generation X 
Embrace the communication shift 

Instead of: 
Embrace: 

We need to be ok with portable solar cells, hot spots and 
mobile devises, because Millennials aren’t going to 
disconnect.  They will find a way to stay connected and 
share their experiences in real time. 





APPs AND MORE APPs… 



Reaching Our Audience 

• Not only Millennials Communicate Electronically 

• How is the Forest Service embracing these 
electronic communication methods? 



Navigating Apps 

• Some common threads with Apps currently available 

• Apps are constantly changing 

Social Networking 
Reporting Observations 

Tours and Activities 
Identification Guides 
Mapping and Locator 



Apps That Enhance Visitor Experience 

Mapping and locator apps 

• Google maps 
• Trail trackers 
• iHike GPS 
• Soil mapping 
• Backcountry Navigator 

 



Apps That Enhance Visitor Experience 
Identification Guides 
 
• Audubon/Peterson Guides 
• Photo recognition and 

identification 
• Star Walk 
• Tracks 

Tours and activities 
 
• Oh Ranger 
• Alabama’s National 

Forests – Great Escapes 
• NatureFind 
• AllTrails 

  
 



Apps That Enhance Visitor Experience 

Reporting Observations 
• iNaturalist 
• CreekWatch 
• ProjectNoah 

 
 

 

Social Networking / Reviews 
• Yonder 
• Yelp 
• Instagram 
• Pinterest 
• FaceBook 



Where to Start - Users 

• Test out some Apps, from a user 
perspective 

• Review and test out Apps that 
are listed on the Forest Service 
Nature Watch website  

• Determine how you want to present your message 
and which App may work best for delivery 

• Next step– reviewing developer end of Apps 

http://www.fs.fed.us/outdoors/naturewatch/apps.php


Questions for Developer 
• Cost– for design and set up, cost for 

maintenance? 
• Who manages site and data?  

• Who retains the content data once 
contract expires? 

• Is there User Support to 
help solve glitches 

• Access– is it available both for 
Android and Apple?  



SECTION 508  
And Interpretive Media 



Objectives 

• Develop an understanding of what Section 
508 entails 

• Share examples of how it applies to electronic 
interpretive media 

• Convince you that there are easy things we 
can do to improve accessibility 

• Encourage you to embrace the future 
with a smile! 



USDA is committed to providing access to our web pages and content for individuals with disabilities, 
both members of the public and Federal employees. To meet this commitment, we will comply with 
the requirements of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1998 (29 U.S.C. 794) and 
the accessibility standards issued by the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board 
and support this endeavor via information and resources provided within this community. Section 508 
requires that individuals with disabilities, who are members of the public seeking information or 
services from us, have access to and use of information and data that is comparable to that provided 
to the public who are not individuals with disabilities, unless an undue burden would be imposed on 
us. Section 508  also requires us to ensure that Federal employees  with disabilities have access to and 
use of information and  data  that is  comparable to the access to and use of information and data by 
Federal employees who are not individuals with disabilities, unless an  undue burden would be 
imposed on us.  



In plain English: 

H

We must ensure that people with any 
disability type are able to use the Forest 

Service’s electronic and information 
technology   

OR 

ave access to comparable information or services 



People with disabilities 
may not be able to:  

• Understand or complete complex instructions 

• Interact with audible information and cues 

• See or use a touchscreen 

• Operate a mouse 



The Basics 

• Section 508 was passed in 1998 

• The Electronic and Information Technology 
Standards were developed by the US Access Board 
in 2000; a “Refresh” is due out Spring 2015 

• We are required to comply with the Refresh, and 
eventually with WCAG 2.0 



What Is Our Rubric? 

P • Perceivable – information and user 
interface components can be recognized 

O • Operable- designed for multiple 
interaction modes 

U • Understandable– not complex 
or filled with jargon 

R • Robust– no special technological 
requirements for operation 



These Issues Can Be Addressed On: 

(that’s us) The developer end  The user end (AT) 



Perceivable    Operable    Understandable    Robust 

On the Developer End 

• Websites, online docs, and PowerPoints – easy fixes that 
we can do 

• Good media design = accessible media design 

• Programming (scripting & coding) – ensure our 
contractors are compliant 



Perceivable    Operable    Understandable    Robust 

Documents, Websites, & Powerpoints 
1. Logical heading structure/hierarchy (especially in websites) 

2. Descriptive text for links – not URLs 
DO: How To Make Your Documents Accessible  
NOT: http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/accessibility/document-
library/20130823-usda-fs-checklist-for-document-
accessibility.pdf 

3. Alt text – must have it 

4. Color and contrast – basic good design 

5. Build in redundancy – in how information is conveyed 

6. KISS – fancy is usually not accessible 

http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/accessibility/document-library/20130823-usda-fs-checklist-for-document-accessibility.pdf


How do we know if our 
EIT is accessible? 

• VPAT, Total Validator, FANG (checks scripting) 

• Color Contrast (Juicy Studio, Vischeck) 

• NVDA- free screen reader; JAWS, MAGIC 

• Try navigating without a mouse 
• Activate you mobile device’s AT 

• No single definitive tool to test for accessibility  



Documents, Websites, & Powerpoints 

Perceivable    Operable    Understandable    Robust 

http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/accessibility/docu
ment-library/20130823-usda-fs-checklist-
for-document-accessibility.pdf 

1. Logical heading structure/hierarchy (especially in websites) 

2. Descriptive text for links – not URLs 

3. Alt text – must have it 

4. Color and contrast – basic good design 

6. KISS – fancy is usually not accessible 

5. Build in redundancy – in how information is conveyed 



Perceivable    Operable    Understandable    Robust 

Programming 

• Must be developed for both Android and Apple 

• “Responsive design”   -HTML5 has it built in 

• Forms  -correct labeling and tagging for AT 

• Website navigation – make it mouse free 



 

Good News! 
We don’t have to become computer 

programmers! 



Good News! 
FS YouTube is automatically 

closed captioned. 
 



Assistive Technology on the User End 

 

• Text-to-speech that converts 
written text to the spoken word.  
(for people with visual impairments or 
reading disabilities) 

• Haptics – tactile feedback such as vibrations
that respond to a users’ touch 
(for people with visual or auditory disabilities) 



More Assistive Technology 

 

• Voice control and gesture 
navigation 
(for people with physical limitations) 

• Trackball and directional navigation
(for people with physical limitations) 

• Screen Reading technology (Apple’s “Voice Over”) 
that responds to touch 

(for people with visual impairments or 
reading disabilities) 



•

Help is  available! 

es  

• Center for Design and 
Interpretation 

Interpretive Planning Tools: 
Accessibility Guidelines 
Interpretive Media Design Guidelin

• Forest Service 
Accessibility Website 

• Forest Service Section 
508 Taskforce 
How to make your documents 
accessible 

• Digital Visions Enterprise 
Unit 

US Access Board 

• Section508.gov 

• DigitalGov 

• WebAIM.org 

http://webaim.org/
http://www.section508.gov/
http://www.access-board.gov/
http://www.fs.fed.us/digitalvisions/
http://www.fs.fed.us/digitalvisions/
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/accessibility/document-library/20130823-usda-fs-checklist-for-document-accessibility.pdf
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/accessibility/document-library/20130823-usda-fs-checklist-for-document-accessibility.pdf
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/accessibility/
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/accessibility/
http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/accessibility/
http://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/accessibility/
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprd3817041.pdf
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprd3816960.pdf
http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r2/workingtogether/?cid=stelprdb5165926
http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/r2/workingtogether/?cid=stelprdb5165926


Review Objectives 

• Develop an understanding of what Section 
508 entails 

• Share examples of how it applies to electronic 
interpretive media 

• Convince you that there are easy things we 
can do to improve accessibility 

• Encourage you to embrace the future 
with a smile! 





ONCELL / TOURISPHERE 
Mobile Interpretive Tour 



Forest Service Pilot Project 2013 

Shawnee National Forest 
 
Wayne National Forest 

Arapaho Roosevelt NF and Pawnee Grasslands 



CDIs Involvement and Challenges 

• Develop graphic identity that meets expectations and 
agency standards 

• Look at potential future business model for using on 
forests across the country for digital savvy public 

• Address declining budgets for interpretive services, 
facilities, and higher expectations from public 

• Economics of digital development costs vs. 
standard hard signs, audio tours, an other types 
of interpretive media 



 

Challenges for Forests 
• Lack of personnel plus ever increasing demands for data

• Sought a platform that would allow for broad use 
Designed for both cell phone and smartphones users 

• Need ways to share information in a budget friendly, 
digital savvy, AND meaningful way 

• Models of visitor services an interaction is outdated 

• Desire to create and foster a sense of place before 
and after visitors arrival 



Discoveries 

During the process of 
planning and 
implementing the national 
pilot endeavor, we 
discovered there were 
other national forests also 
developing a myriad of 
similar digital style tools. 

The gradient between 
costs, types of 
applications, level of 
difficulty to develop 
and upkeep are vast. 



Actions and Implementations 



Mobile Interpretive Tour 
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http://myoncell.mobi/




Forest Tour Pages 
Graphic of Shawnee NF 
OnCell Tour 

Graphic of Wayne NF 
OnCell Tour 

http://myoncell.mobi/stops.php?acct_num=17402492008
http://myoncell.mobi/stops.php?acct_num=16182197032


Behind the stage door 
Files and possibilities to promote in this platform 



Behind the stage door 
Building tour stops and hierarchy of messages 



Behind the stage door 
Statistical information of users and visits to various locations 



Promotion 
Digital is useful, but needs promotion and information dispersal. 



The look of things to come- Toursphere 



Toursphere 
Look 



How accessible is OnCell? 
• Heading structure was not in 

a logical order or is missing 

• No alternative text available 
on icons, images, or play 
buttons 

• Comment for needed for labels 

• Video closed captioning 
needed 

Good News! 
 

Once OnCell was made 
aware of these access 

issues, they fixed them! 





Google Field Trip! 



Current Results 
ARP and Shawnee 

• ARP over 500 contacts on 
tour site in summer of 2014 
(without promotions) 

• Shawnee over 2300 
(signs up in July) 

• Interest and acceptance by 
internal staff seeing merit 

• Part of restructuring in VIS 
for the ARP 

CDI Findings 
• Recognize need for agency 

digital services 
• Cost effective for outreach, 

but one of many tools 

• Larger forests require more 
preplanning and ongoing 
staff time to manage 

• More than digital 
services needed- VIS 
needs a variety of tools 
for areas without cell 
service 



Evolving FS Digital Strategy 
FS Groups that are 
involved in defining 
a Digital Strategy 
include: 

• Recreation 
• Conservation 

Education 
• External 

Affairs 

• Rec.gov 

• Interactive Forest Maps 
• Recreation pages on Forest 

Web Sites 
• Digital Forest Visitor 

Guides, booklets, etc. 
• Mobile Interpretive 

Tour Development: 
Easily and quickly adapted; staff 
driven content; linked and 
networked to all other digital 
resources 

http://www.recreation.gov/


Forest Service Purpose Remains 

Share Meaning and Foster a 
Sense of Place on Public 
Lands 

“Gadgets do not supplant the 
personal contact; we accept 
them as valuable alternatives 
and supplements.” 

Freeman Tilden 



BOOSTING YOUR INTERPRETIVE 
MESSAGES 



Electronic Media 

Electronic media is here to stay and our forest 
visitors and advocates will continue to seek 
information about us through these avenues.  
 



Boosting Your Interpretive Messages 

We encourage you to 
embrace more digital 
technology- start off 
small and do what is 
manageable for you. If 
you get stuck, we can 
help. 
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